Reusable Container Systems for Sharps Waste and Pharmaceutical Waste

**Biomedical Waste Disposal, Inc.**
Alik Ghazaryan  
SharpsAway™  (877) 644-2424

**Daniels Sharpsmart, Inc.**
David Skinner  
Daniels Sharpsmart™  (805) 907-1160

**Medical Waste Services**
Terry Shain  
SharpsAway™  (888) 610-1311

**MediWaste Disposal LLC**
Ryan Oganesian  
Rehrig Healthcare Systems Sharps Tank®  (855) 449-MEDI (6334)

**Pacific Medical Waste**
Victor DiVello  
SharpsAway™  (602) 305-8888

**PRIMA Waste Management**
SharpsAway™  (562) 246-1250

**Stericycle, Inc.**
Bio Systems™  (866) 338-5120

**Waste Management Healthcare Solutions**
Rehrig Healthcare Systems Sharps Tank®  (323) 807-0557

---

**Disclaimer**
This listing does not carry any expressed or implied endorsement by the Medical Waste Management Program for any reusable container system.